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THE MUSIC INTRO
We opened with our usual music intro:- The Crooners Lockdown
https://youtu.be/USlj6mtX4QI?list=RDMMUSlj6mtX4QI
THE AED
We had a closer look at the Seniornet AED “Automated External Defibrillator” just to familiarize just
opening the box, slightly trickier than you might think!
The winner of our on-line question in our flyer for this month was Grant Nunes-Vaz, a biscuit awaits
HEIC
Rod talked and gave us some insight into HEIC (high efficiency) what does it mean for us? With
photos for example, this gives us more capacity as these files compress more efficiently
https://setapp.com/how-to/convert-heic-to-jpg-on-mac
WIDGET
Just what is a “widget” slide finger on screen from your home screen left to right
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/add-widgets-to-the-home-screen-iphb8f1bf206/ios
https://www.macworld.com/article/3440681/with-ios-13-1-shortcuts-gets-a-lot-morepowerful.html
SHORTCUT APP
Shirley showed us features with “backtap” with the “Shortcut App” and without using shortcuts
https://www.macworld.com/article/3440681/with-ios-13-1-shortcuts-gets-a-lot-morepowerful.html
MUSIC RECOGNTION
Stuart offered another novelty item that is already within our Control Centre options (IOS 14.4)
“Music Recognition” Find it:-Settings/control centre/music recognition. Hit the +
Return to Homescreen then flick up to find the Control Centre. While music is playing in the room or
anywhere that the device can hear, hit the Icon, it should listen and then name the music played.
The App. Shazam
FACEBOOK
A look through Security Setting with our expert Hilary. The what, the why, the how. Particularly our
“Passwords” We must upgrade them? Never use the same for this App. and our Bank a/c
A glance as to just how to look at these reports going back for many months via Interest Groups part
of the site
APPS.LIST
Jim’s Master Apps. List Let’s keep adding to this fantastic list of the Apps. We all use in this group

Swipe typing with QuickPath
Helen demonstrated Swipe. On an iPhone instead of typing out words with an individual tap for each
letter, you hold down your finger and slide over to each letter. Requires iOS 13 or later. You can’t
use QuickPath on a normal iPad keyboard, but you can use it with the miniature floating version that
appears when you pinch inward on the default widescreen keyboard. To stop using the floating
keyboard, pinch outward on the keyboard.
https://www.macworld.com/article/3432168/how-to-use-the-quickpath-swipe-keyboard.html
Roger generally added loads of tips and tricks throughout the session helping us all. Told us about
another music recognition App. that you cast hum any tune and it will try to title it.
Special thanks to: - Hilary for these notes. Jim sorting out the attendance list and money
Helen, Rod, Shirley, Jim, Roger & Hilary for their contribution to a lively interesting session
As ever, comments, complaints, suggestions to:- stuart.yank@gmail.com

